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Abstract: To increase the local field intensity of Raman scattering, gold nanospheres were entrapped 
in gold coated periodic inverse pyramid structures, being SERS substrates by themselves. The 
applicability of this complex structure for sensitive molecule detection was proved by comparison 
of the detected Raman signals with and without particle entrapment. Moreover its relevance in 
molecular diagnostic was also proposed considering the specific surface functionalisation of the 
gold nanoparticles. 
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1. Introduction 
Raman spectroscopy is finding many applications in biology, life sciences and other areas. 
Raman scattering is inherently weak, but its sensitivity can be improved by implementing surface-
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) evolves in the vicinity 
of nanostructured metallic surfaces or nanostructures achieving several orders of magnitude 
enhancement in the Raman signal and extremely improved sensitivity reaching the attomolar (10–18 
M) concentration ranges [1]. This highly sensitive detection performance of SERS was utilized for 
analysing molecules located in the few nanometer distance or immobilised on the surface of 
nanoparticles trapped in a specially designed microstructure.  
2. Experimental 
According to our approach special size fitted SERS active substrate was prepared by 
micromachining techniques in silicon wafer to be applicable for particle entrapment [2,3]. Periodic 
array of inverse pyramid structures were manufactured by anisotropic silicon etching and covered 
by gold. Gold nanospheres were trapped in the pyramidal cavities subsequently (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Scanning electron microscopic images of the periodic array of gold coated inverse pyramids 
(a), and the entrapped gold nanoparticle (b). 
SERS performance of the hierarchically combined structures was analyzed and compared by 
using a highly diluted benzophenone solution dripped onto different surfaces. The SERS spectra were 
recorded on a Renishaw 1000 micro-Raman spectrometer using 785 nm excitation. The resulted 
Raman spectra are demonstrated in Figure 2 in case of flat Au layer for reference (curve a), array of 
gold coated inverse pyramids (curve b), array of gold coated inverse pyramids with entrapped 
nanoparticles (curve c). The selectivity and sensitivity of the proposed combined 3D structure and 
molecule detection method were characterized by octadecanethiol surface functionalization. The 
recorder spectrum was also added in Figure 2 (curve d). 
 
Figure 2. Reference normal Raman (a) and surface enhanced Raman spectra of benzophenone 
recorded on array of gold coated inverse pyramids (b), array of gold coated inverse pyramids with 
entrapped nanoparticles (c) and the latter with octadecanethiol surface functionalization (d). 
To understand the analytical performance the near-field intensity distributions of inverse 
pyramid arrays were studied by FDTD simulations using the Lumerical FDTD Solutions v.8.15.736 
software. Silicon was used as substrate material of the inverse pyramids with 200 nm gold coating, 
and 1 or 5 periodically ordered gold nanospheres (Ø 250 nm) were placed into the pyramids in 1 and 
2 layers, respectively. Near-field profiles were demonstrated in Figure 3. 
The significant localised intensity enhancements in specific hotspots of the combined structure 
were clearly demonstrated by the simulation results. 
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Figure 3. Relative near-field intensity distributions (a.u.) of inverse pyramids being empty (a) and 
filled with 1 (b) or 5 (c) gold nanoparticles on the monitor cross-section perpendicular to the 
polarization plane, and from above in case of 1 entrapped particle (d). 
3. Results and Conclusions 
Special hierarchically combined 3D SERS active structures were designed and fabricated by 
micromachining technologies. The proposed sensitivity enhancement of Raman spectroscopy was 
proved by FDTD simulations and experimentally also. The analytical performance of the developed 
SERS structure was compared to plain and conventional periodic gold surfaces in case of different 
model molecules. The significant sensitivity and selectivity of the applied SERS structures and 
spectroscopic method were demonstrated and their applicability in high performance molecular 
analysis was proposed. 
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